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Background
Based on a human tendency to control writing systems
mathematics and geometry (e.g. see Montecchi 1997, 119)

with

laws

of

Fifteenth century: treatises on scriptural typologies (‘handwriting loses its
halo of mystery’)
Seventeenth century: desire to classify scripts in Greek and Latin epigraphy:
Mabillon De re diplomatica , Paris 1681; Montfaucon Palaeographia Graeca,
sive, De ortu et progressu literarum graecarum , Paris 1708
SPP 01 Studien zur Palaeographie und Papyruskunde, 1901.
Tracy, S.V., The Lettering of an Athenian Mason (Hesperia, Supplement
XV.), Princeton, 1975
Grasby, R.D., Latin Inscriptions: Studies in Measurement and Making
(Papers of the British School at Rome, Vol. 70 (2002), pp. 151-176)

Seventeenth century: desire to classify scripts

Background
Formalising systems of handwriting; mostly thanks to Classicists
“Analysis of handwriting is no less an art than a science”
(R. Ast, “Telling Them by Their Hands: What Palaeography Has to Offer
Prosopography”, in F. Hoogendijk & S. van Gompel [eds], The Materiality of
Texts from Ancient Egypt, Leiden 2018, p.34).
“Textual criticism is a science, and, since it comprises recension and
emendation, it is also an art”
(A. E. Housman, ‘The Application of Thought to Textual Criticism’, 1922).
Terminology
Palaeography: study of historical
social, and cultural analysis
Digital Palaeography:
digital technologies

study

of

handwriting,

handwriting

encompassing

supported

and

formal,

enhanced

by

Background
●

Historical versus literary problem

●

Considerations of scribal professions to everyday scribes:
programmatic versus individualistic inscription.

●

Ontology of palaeography: ontograph, allograph, grapheme,
etc.

●

The cultural understanding of ‘digital’ requires for a
wider semantic spectrum that transcends the opposition
with analogue -- what is digital, again?

Terminology

Terminology

Type facsimile

Studien zur Palaeographie und Papyruskunde
1."Die griechischen Papyrusurkunden
des Theresianums in Wien," 1901, pl. XX

Jean de Beauchesne and John Baildon, A booke
containing diuers sortes of hands (1570)

Jean de Beauchesne and John Baildon, A booke
containing diuers sortes of hands (1570)

Secretary alphabet

Martin Billingsley, The Pens Excellencie or the
Secretaries Delighte (1618)

Martin Billingsley, The Pens Excellencie or the
Secretaries Delighte (1618)

Martin Billingsley, The Pens Excellencie or the
Secretaries Delighte (1618)

Italian
script
alphabet

Analysis
Questions: what, when, where, how, who wrote it and why?
- what: the text itself (the communication; meanings)
- when: time period of the document
- where: the area or the place of inscription
- how: techniques, instruments, materials;
- who: the person(s) who wrote it and their milieu,
six categories (the cultured writers, the
professionals, the restricted literates, the
functional semi-literates, the graphic semi-literates,
the illiterates)
- why: the purpose; what does the handwriting require of
us?

Modeling Scholarship
Möller, Hieratische Paläographie 1909-1936

Modeling Scholarship
‘Computation’:
calculating and tabulating
18 types of handwriting

Modeling Scholarship
Formal analysis
- Physical (the primary mode)
-

Semantic, a novel approach: how things came to be
‘Secondary elements’ (as handwriting) can “transmit
indirect social messages concerning hierarchy, status and
power relations” (Sijpesteijn P., Shaping a Muslim state,
Oxford 2013, p. 255).
Handwriting can reveal the function of a document even
before the contents.

Introducing the Digital
‘At that point, the monster of the night came, the triumphant technicism, with its
newest creature: automation. Somebody shivered, thinking of it as a raw and harsh
bulldozer that advances by roaring, crashing and tearing the flowers. Amongst them, a
delicate and gentle victim: humanism. Tomorrow is already here. The future has
already begun: a flow of lava floods burns the green flanks of the mountain’ (Roberto
Busa, translated by Ciula, 1962, p. 105).
Peter Stokes (2015): Quantitative methods and the use of technology are not really
new. E.g., albums of facsimiles (starting in late C19), microfilm reproduction
(1930s), storing dictionary data on disks (Busa/IBM, 1950s), quantitative methods on
scripts (1970s). ‘Can there be a universal model for the representation of books and
handwriting? ... print? ... decoration?’
‘[T]he main purpose of palaeographical printed reference tools is to provide solid
terms
of
comparison
for
dating,
and
possibly
deciphering,
papyrus
handwriting’(Reggiani 2018, p. 151).
Ex.: PapPal, http://pappal.info

Introducing the Digital
●

●

●

Digitization
○ Reflectance Transformation Imaging- captures surface; stationary
camera, different light direction; interactive re-lighting
○ Multispectral Imaging - infrared light reacts to iron-based inks,
ultraviolet to carbon-based inks
○ X-ray CT, 3D model flattened to a 2D plane
Image processing
○ Transkribus - automated recognition, layout analysis, OCR,
transcription and search; training data of at least 100 images
○ Script Analyzer - converts image to computational representation for
segmentation (CEEC tool)
Crowdsourcing, data generation, image annotation platforms

Juxtaposing images of Homer’s Iliad

D-Scribes.org

HAT-2 by Hussein Adnan Mohammed (Centre for the Study of Manuscript Cultures - Universität Hamburg)

Computational and Digital
There is a difference between methodological and
epistemological questions:
-

how are data created, and how are they understood?

Modelling: organisation of structural information around
handwriting into a database and a structure
Imaginative iterative effort
Questioning of the mechanics of project, testing ontological
commitments, categories, and classifications

Modeling Scholarship
Conceptual modelling: Basic methodology for all palaeographic research
E.g., ‘a centroyd is obtained from the set of characters that have been
extracted during the segmentation phase. The centroyd is an average letter,
a sort of pure character—in brief, a model.’
(Ciula, A., 2005. Digital palaeography: using the digital representation of medieval script to support
palaeographic analysis. Digital Medievalist, 1. DOI: http://doi.org/10.16995/dm.4)

Formalising composition of characters into data structure
■

ontograph/allograph/ideograph

■

components and features

■

ductus (direction, pressure)

Iterative modelling
Digital models are:
○
○
○
○

Tools to analyse material traces
Words as textual entities: as expressions carrying meaning
Words as material images: as physical shapes situated within
syntactic constraints
Models are self-reflective tools to question those same models
physical objects <=> materiality analysis <=> models

1. digital surrogate
2. model of document structure
3. bridge model of 1 and 2
The goal is to connect structures of form and meaning
<< representational focus -- < < -- wide spectrum -- > > -- heavy computational manipulations >>

Iterative modelling: an example

Paradox of the digital
The process is pragmatic, in that it involves success in
action based on learned principles.
Conceptual hybridisation: It is also self-reflexive; it
creates and deflates models and materials
The digital makes things easier, but by making them easier,
our jobs gets harder.
But the results can be transformative!

Palaeography, Diplomatics, and Codicology
Letters are considered symbols in a hierarchy of symbols ranging from
the general (ontograph) to the particular (expressed form as
allograph). Texts are also expressed as ordered hierarchies of
content objects.
Distinction between description of (palaeography) versus the
transcription of (diplomatics) handwritten text, whereas the study of
the text as a material object encompasses a bit of both (codicology).
Diplomatics naturally involves critical decisions
represent particular letter forms, abbreviations, &c.

about

how

Unfortunately this has led to a split between the two practices.

to

Diplomatics and Palaeography
What is the difference between an editing project and a palaeography
project?
Text Encoding Initiative XML encoding is not optimal for palaeography (the
guideline are good on the word level good but not so much glyph or character
level)
Georg Vogeler: ‘Large digital charter collections and diplomatic databases
like http://monasterium.net/ offer new possibilities for research in the
field of digital palaeography (discovering imitations, forgeries, copies;
identifying “writing landscapes”)’
Editing requires thought about transcription, and transcription requires
some basic levels of palaeographical knowledge.
Codicological text encoding versus semantic text encoding.

Diplomatics and Palaeography
Peter Stokes: ‘Books and sometimes documents are not static objects but
often change in content, binding, and even structure, so how can this be
captured and represented?’
●
●
●

●

●

Some aspects of books cannot be reproduced: inscriptions (esp. erased
ones), clay tablets, cylinder seals.
Yet, with digital methods we can also communicate non-visual aspects of
books (through metadata or semantic encoding in XML).
The lure of objectivity (Reider and Röhle, 2012). Digital methods will
never produce perfect results, yet they can improve the accuracy of
human processes (‘near-enough’ results in new media).
How can I know v. How can I convince you: computational processes are
built by humans. Humans tell the computer what to do and they will do
it––which is to say algorithms can be as flawed as their engineers.
Four major areas: codicology, palaeography, book history, and scholarly
editing. They all have a similar challenge of representing the
diversity of writing and book production.

Examples of types of digital palaeography
● Crowdsourcing: Ancientlives (Zooniverse), From
the Page, Transcribe Bentham)
● Automatic line and script recognition:
Transkribus
● Image annotation: Annotation Studio, IIIF (with
example), T-PEN, Digital Mappa, American
Palaeography, Archetype

Hands-on session 1: Crowdsourcing (i.e.
learning digital palaeography by doing)
1.

Sign up for a free account:
https://www.fromthepage.com/theparkerlibrary

2.

Go to the Anglo-Saxon Kingdoms project, find a book, and start
transcribing! Book suggestions: The Parker Chronicle or MS 286
Gospels of St Augustine.
(hint: there are palaeography instructions at the bottom of each
image, but you can also consult what others have done before
you!)

Hands-on session 2: Image annotation
with IIIF Mirador
What is IIIF?
-

a set of open standards for sharing, annotating, and applying extra features
(such as zoom) to digitized images (with lower cost)
a set of shared application programming interface (API) specifications for
interoperable functionality in digital asset repositories
JSON-LD, linked data, and standard W3C web protocols such as Web Annotation
A community of users dedicated to open source principles

IIIF is a method for delivery of assets, not storage
Mirador (http://projectmirador.org/) is an open source, web-based, general-purpose
image viewer written in JavaScript

Hands-on session 2: Image annotation
with IIIF Mirador
Two requirements:
- a ‘manifest’ file in JSON format ( https://www.json.org/ ) that describes
the content and structure of the given resource.
- a server that will stream requested images to the application (“client”)
that wants to use them

For more information, see http://iiif.io

Hands-on session 2: Image annotation
with IIIF Mirador
Go to Bodleian IIIF Manifest Editor at
<https://digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/manifest-editor/#/?_k=r68zf2 >
• Click on “Open Manifest.”
• Click on “Discover Manifests.”
• Click on an institution. I would suggest the Bodleian, but any will do.
• Have a look at the “Manifest Metadata” field. What are you finding?
• Click on “Add metadata field” and create some new content
(transcription? See also?).

Hands-on session 2: Image annotation
with IIIF Mirador
Basics of the Mirador viewer (a quick tour of features for one IIIF viewer
(there are others)
●

Open http://projectmirador.org/demo/

●

Get rid of the first image by replacing the object

●

Choose a manuscript.

●

Click on
(left panel)
To toggle annotation mode

Hands-on session 2: Image annotation
with IIIF Mirador
●

How to store annotations? See
https://iiif.github.io/training/iiif-5-day-workshop/day-three/ann
otations-stores.html

●

Try http://sas.gdmrdigital.com/examples/bor/lcc-en.html, which
has a built in annotation store server.

●

Take the Manifest and view it again in
https://projectmirador.org/demo/. The manifest URL is
https://iiif.gdmrdigital.com/nlw/bor.json

●

Try it also at https://universalviewer.io/

Hands-on session 3: Automatic text
recognition with Transkribus
1.
2.

3.

Go to https://transkribus.eu/Transkribus/#
Click on the Download button, which then prompts you to sign up
for an account. After you create log-in credentials, you will
be able to download the app and unzip the application files.
Test some documents in the TranskribusCloud collection or
upload your own documents/images.

If you would like to access my test images, download them at
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2ljzvkzhpsn38lu/AACGeclv-ZwzkEZF-nu5uu7L
a?dl=0

Hands-on session 3: Automatic text
recognition with Transkribus
First, log in ––>

Hands-on session 3: Automatic text
recognition with Transkribus
Make sure your images are in a
separate folder.
Upload your own documents ––>

(Then click ‘Open local documents)’

Hands-on session 3: Automatic text
recognition with Transkribus
Segment document(s) into lines by clicking on the
(be patient).

Tools tab, then Run

Hands-on session 3: Automatic text
recognition with Transkribus
Click on Profiles and switch to Transcription view. Then start transcribing
by clicking near each red line.

Hands-on session 3: Automatic text
recognition with Transkribus

Hands-on session 3: Automatic text
recognition with Transkribus
After you have transcribed a few pages, you can run a HTR model based on
‘training data’.
Click Run, under the
Text Recognition section

Hands-on session 3: Automatic text
recognition with Transkribus
For more information on features, see the

Transkribus User Guide .

(Please note this project is still in beta.)

Hands-on session 4: Image Annotation with
American Palaeography
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Go to American Palaeography < http://americanpaleography.org/ >
Create an account: click Account < http://americanpaleography.org/login >
and create a username and password. Use those credentials to log in.
Returning to the home page, click on Browse images, to cut polygons .
Chose a collection to work on, then choose an image. I would suggest the
Billy Budd collection:
http://americanpaleography.org/page-batches/billy_budd/files .
Type a letter, e.g. "s" into the “text” box. You will see its variations.
Type the transcription text for a word, e.g. "ship", into the "text" box.
(Doing so will allow one to see if that word has already been cut. If so,
it will appear as an image. Even by One can make a decision about adding
more of the same word or letter, or avoiding it since there are already
good samples saved to the database and viewing pages.)

Hands-on session 4: Image Annotation with
American Palaeography
More features:
●
●
●
●

Draw polygons around letters in an mas image by making single
clicks to form the shape (think about filling in the metadata).
Add a note and tick relevant boxes below.
Click Save current polygon.
Check out the gallery of letters for reference:
http://americanpaleography.org/billy-budd/gallery/cutouts/letter

Hands-on session 4: Image Annotation
with American Palaeography, tips
Shortcuts:
For the cutting tool, to zoom in and out, use ctrl-> and ctrl-< on a Mac (it may be
ctrl- + and ctrl - - on a PC) Use ctrl-s to save, ctrl-z to undo, and ctrl-i to
initialize the cutting.
Not working properly:
The "undo last point/stroke" button seems to be broken. Use ctrl-z to undo on an
Apple, (or cmd-z or ctrl-z on a PC?).
Visual layout navigation:
The navigation can be a little wonky.
Put your mouse on the "tool bar magic carpet"--as we have nicknamed it--and use arrows
on your keyboard to go left, right, up, down. Or, navigate with the sliders on the
edges of the page. There are three movable "magic carpet layers". The manuscript is
layer 1, the tool bar is layer 2, and the area for prediction is layer 3. They can all
be moved and may not at first be visible. One can usually find them by zooming in and
out, and they are in the top left by default.
1.

Archetype
●

built on its predecessor DigiPal

●

Download instructions at
https://hub.docker.com/r/kingsdigitallab/archetype/

●

open-source web-based suite of tools for the study of handwriting,
palaeographical features and iconography

●

generalised: allows the study of alphabets on various materials (Old
English, Hebrew, Latin, Greek on parchment, stone, coins), as well as
decoration

●

combines images with highly structured descriptions of letterforms

●

virtual workbench, structured database and publication platform in one

●

can be used both individually and within a larger project

http://archetype.ink/ | http://www.digipal.eu/ | https://github.com/kcl-ddh/digipal

More on Archetype: features
●

palaeographer defines list of meaningful graph elements (components, features etc.)

●

familiar/recognisable terminology, which means standardisation and consistency

●

quantifiable data

●

replicable research process

●

meaningful visualisations of results

●

stable URIs for collections or individual annotations for citation and sharing

●

formal data model for structured descriptions of handwriting and decoration

●

annotation tool for image markup

●

text editor for transcription and translation of textual content in TEI

●

faceted search for navigating through the material via indexed features

●

lightbox to manipulate, compare and evaluate multiple documents

●

content management system for easier publication, blog posts, news, events

Archetype back-end: Adding images

More on Archetype back-end: Structured description

More on Archetype
Example:
Image annotation

More on Archetype
Visualisation
and
Metadata

More on Archetype
Image manipulation
and comparison with
Lightbox feature

Some conclusions, possibilities, problems
Technology is good, right?
Gains and losses of technology:
+ automation can save time, explicit statements for decisions, consistency,
visualisation, accessibility, data sharing and re-suability, generates new
research questions, collaboration easier, teaching materials
- variable quality of materials, copyright, technology may not be
accessible, skills needed/cost of acquiring them, interdisciplinarity
possibilities
Possibilities have to the assessed, evaluated and narrowed-down: ‘digital’
becomes part of the research, not merely a tool. Transparency and
documentation still an issue.
Consistency and shared standards and vocabularies for markup.
(e.g., GoRDiPal, TEI working on a module similar to PANOSE for printed
fonts.)

Some conclusions, possibilities, problems
• More digitisation is needed
• Machine learning (requires more available data, not just images)
• Quality constantly improving, but the cost of technology, skills, and
labour is still high
• Publication platforms for mixed media (more than a web site)
• Text recognition still not great, especially with variable hands.
• Repositories and sustainability (libraries/institutional repositories)
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